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Abstract

In this paper we present the implementation of an open sourceMPI-IO interface for General Parallel File System (GPFS). Our
solution includes the design and implementation of GPFS-based write-back and prefetching modules, which have been integrated
in ROMIO. A collective file write strategy based on GPFS data-shipping, and a view-based collective I/O mechanism, relying
on GPFS mechanisms, are at the core of the novel optimizations proposed in this paper. View-based collective I/O includes a
thread-based flushing method implementing a write-back policy for latency hiding, and a prefetching method, based on GPFS hints,
to increase small read access performance. Performance evaluations show that our implementation achieves high-performance and
hides the latency of file accesses through the combination ofview-based collective file accesses, and the overlapping ofcomputation,
communication and I/O. This is especially true for collective and small size access patterns, which are very frequent inparallel
scientific applications.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

A large number of scientific applications from domains as diverse as climate modeling, astrophysics, nanotechnology, oceanography,
material science, etc. require a huge amount of computationand data access. Last years have shown a continuous exponential increase
in computational power, which has not been met by a corresponding advance of memory and I/O performance. As the demand of
some scientific applications is currently even larger than the performance offered by current massively parallel architectures [14], the
gap between processing power and memory and I/O performanceis expected to increase posing a significant challenge to system
and applications scalability.

The task of managing huge amounts of data on persistent storage and offering high-performance parallel access is typically
accomplished by aparallel file system. GPFS [39], PVFS [29] and Lustre [19] are parallel file systems that are currently installed
and used in production in most of existing massively parallel computers [17]. GPFS, which is the focus of this paper, is a proprietary
solution of IBM that is used both in large scale clusters and supercomputers, such as Blue Gene/L and Blue Gene/P.

The majority of large scale scientific parallel applications are written in Message Passing Interface (MPI) [31], a standard for
programming scalable distributed memory machines using message passing. Parallel applications using MPI-2 may access parallel
file systems through the MPI-IO interface [8]. The most popular free-software MPI-IO distribution is ROMIO [45]. ROMIO is
integrated in several MPI implementations such as MPICH [32], LAM [20], HP MPI [15], or NEC MPI [33].

The main goal of this paper is to present the design, implementation and evaluation of an open software MPI-IO interface for
GPFS developed by the authors. The motivation of this work isto enhance the utilization of the storage and network resources in
a GPFS-based architecture. The performance of GPFS is well tuned for large accesses at block granularities. Therefore,we mainly
target the optimization of both contiguous and non-contiguous file accesses with small and medium granularities, such as the one
exhibited by a significant class of scientific applications [34], [41]. Additionally, our solution improves performance and scalability
of parallel applications by overlapping communication, computation, and I/O, thus, hiding the latency of file accesses.

Main contributions of this paper are the following:

• First, we present a novel open source implementation of an MPI-IO interface for GPFS, which is integrated in ROMIO. GPFS-
specific optimizations such as write-back, data shipping orcustomized prefetching can be leveraged from parallel applications
through MPI hints.

• Second, two novel optimizations based on GPFS mechanisms are described. The first one is a collective file write strategy based
on GPFS data-shipping. The second one is a view-based collective I/O including two data staging techniques: a thread-based
flushing method implementing a write-back policy, and a prefetching method based on GPFS hints.

• Third, the paper shows the evaluation and comparative analysis of our solution and some other MPI-2 GPFS-based solutions for
independent and collective I/O. The evaluation has been made executing several well-known benchmarks on two large clusters.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents related work. Section III summarizes basic concepts of
MPI-IO and the GPFS parallel file system, necessary for understanding the design and implementation of our solution. Implementation
details are discussed in Section IV. The experimental results are presented in Section V. Section VI contains conclusions and future
research plans.
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II. RELATED WORK

Several works have presented implementations and optimizations of the MPI-IO interface. An MPI-IO implementation allowing
the matching of views and the file physical layout for Clusterfile parallel file system is described in [21]. An evaluation of MPI-IO
on PVFS is presented in [43]. The MPI-IO implementation of the VIPIOS parallel I/O run-time system [42] maps MPI data types
on the internal VIPIOS structures. VIPIOS uses data distribution at two layers: problem layer analogous to the access pattern and
file view, and data layer, analogous to the physical file distribution. The layout is constructed automatically, which isan approach
similar to that of Panda parallel I/O library [49]. Several researchers have contributed with optimizations of MPI-IO such as data
sieving and collective I/O [45], non-contiguous access [47], or collective caching [23]. Datatype I/O method [7] consists of packing
and sending of derived data types between clients and servers.

A limited number of papers have proposed MPI-based optimizations for GPFS. Prost et al. [36] present an MPI-IO implementation
for GPFS, which, as in our approach, leverages the data shipping and prefetching (MAR) mechanisms of GPFS in order to optimize
the file access. Our paper brings several contributions beyond the cited work. First, we offer an open source implementation inside
ROMIO distribution. Second, we extend and integrate our previous work on view-based collective I/O for GPFS file system.Third, in
our approach the GPFS prefetching is handled by aggregators, avoiding the contention for the same block of several MPI processes.
Fourth, we present an extensive evaluation of several GPFS-based solutions on two large clusters. Yu et al. [38] presenta GPFS-
based hierarchical parallel file I/O architecture for BG/L supercomputer. With respect to GPFS, their solution targetsthe reduction
of contention at file block level, in order to reduce the overhead of locking. We present a complementary approach, which leverages
data-shipping and prefetching features of GPFS library.

Several researchers have contributed with techniques for hiding the latency of file system accesses. Active buffering is an
optimization for MPI collective write operations [30]. It buffers output data locally and uses an I/O thread to perform write requests
in background. Using I/O threads allows to dynamically adjust the size of local buffer based on available memory space. Active
buffering creates only one thread for the entire run of a program, which alleviates the overhead of spawning a new thread every time a
collective I/O call is made. Dickens et al. also studied the use of threads to improve the collective I/O performance of applications [11].
Instead of performing the entire collective I/O in background, the authors suggest overlapping only the write phase with foreground
computation and communication. In a previous work, we proposed a hierarchical I/O cache architecture for Blue Gene systems based
on open source software [12]. This solution is based on an asynchronous data staging strategy, which hides the latency offile system
accesses from compute nodes.

I/O prefetching is a technique for improving file access performance by issuing file data requests in advance [9], [25], [27].
Informed prefetching and caching [35] leverages application disclosed access pattern in order to decide cost-efficient tradeoffs between
prefetching and caching policies. Chang and Gibson [5] propose an automatic speculative prefetching technique. When incurring a
cache read miss, the application uses the CPU spare time in order to speculatively continue the execution and generate prefetch
requests for potential future read accesses. PC-OPT [22] isan offline prefetching and caching algorithm for parallel I/O systems.
When PC-OPT has a priori knowledge of the entire reference sequence, it generates a schedule of minimal length. In [4] theauthors
proposed an I/O prefetching method based on I/O pattern signatures. Signatures are used by the application to guide prefetching.
A prefetching thread reads I/O signatures of an applicationand adjusts them by observing the I/O pattern at runtime. [6]propose
a pre-execution prefetching approach to improve the I/O access performance of parallel applications. Prefetching methods presented
are based on pre-execution knowledge. In our case the prefetching mechanism uses view descriptions of processes of a parallel
applications in order to prefetch collective file buffers, aligned at file system block boundaries. In [23], the authors presented a
user-space implementation that uses an I/O thread in each client process to handle the local and remote access to the cache data.
The thread catches read()/write() system calls from applications and determines whether the I/O request should go to the file servers
or the caching sub-system. Write-behind strategies are a well-known technique by operating system designers as a way tospeed up
sequential writes [24]. It accumulates multiple small writes into large contiguous file requests in order to better utilize the network
bandwidth.

III. B ACKGROUND

This section gives a short overview of GPFS, ROMIO, the most popular MPI-IO distribution, and MPI collective I/O methods.
This overview highlights some of the topics addressed in oursolution.

A. Overview of GPFS file system

GPFS is an IBM parallel file system for supercomputers or clusters. Its architecture is based on the shared disks, which are mounted
by all client nodes. The data and metadata reside on shared disks and might be cached in clients cache. In order to guarantee data
coherency, GPFS relies on a distributed locking manager. Locks are acquired and kept by clients while caching data. The granularity
of locking in GPFS is at the byte-range level, consequently,writes to non-overlapping data blocks of the same file can proceed
concurrently.

Two typical installations of GPFS are shown in Figure 1 [18].In the simplest setup, the shared disks are connected to all
nodes through a Storage Area Network (SAN) such as Fibre Channel, as depicted in the left hand side of Figure 1. The nodes
are interconnected through a Local Area Network (LAN) solution or low-latency high-throughput interconnects such as Infiniband,
Myrinet or IBM pSeries High Performance Switch (HPS). The data is transferred over the SAN network, while the GPFS control
information over the LAN.
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Fig. 1. Typical GPFS installations: a) SAN attached GPFS cluster b) NSD based GPFS cluster.

A second setup is used in the systems that do not have a SAN installation. As shown in the right-hand side of Figure 1, in thiscase
a Network Shared Disk (NSD) is exported to all the nodes through one I/O node (several I/O nodes can also be used for availability).
The accesses to the I/O servers are transparent to the applications issuing file system calls. Both data and control information are
transfered in this setup over a high-performance interconnect.

GPFS is highly optimized for large-chunk I/O operations with regular access patterns (contiguous or regularly strided). However, its
performance for small-chunk, non-contiguous I/O operations with irregular access patterns (e.g. non-constant strides) is not sufficiently
addressed. This kind of access can cause a high access contention, translated especially in a high locking overhead.

GPFS addresses this issue by a technique called data-shipping [39], [36], which can be activated/deactivated through ahint of
the GPFS library. This technique disables client-side caching and binds each GPFS file block to a single I/O agent, which will be
responsible for all accesses to this block. For write operations, each task sends the data to be written to the responsible I/O agents.
I/O agents in turn issue the write calls to the end storage system. For reads, the I/O agents read the file blocks, and ship only the
requested read data to the appropriate tasks. This approachis similar to the two-phase I/O, described in Section III-D.Data shipping
is more efficient than the default locking approach, when fine-grained sharing is present, because the granularity of GPFS cache
consistency is an entire file block, and accesses to the same block are serialized by the locking manager.

GPFS recognizes sequential and simple strided file access patterns for read and write operations [1] and performs prefetching and
write-behind accordingly. However, for different patterns, the default prefetching and write-behind policy may become counterpro-
ductive. For these cases, the user can define customized prefetching and write-behind policies by a hint called MultipleAccess Range
(MAR) [37]. The MAR hint allows each process to specify at filesystem block granularities the file regions over which prefetching
and write-behind should be performed. Subsequently, GPFS applies these policies accordingly. There are system limitson the amount
of buffer cache used for write-behind and prefetching, as itwill be demonstrated by the experimental measurements.

Table I describes the three relevant GPFS hints, which we have used in the implementation shown in this paper.

TABLE I

DESCRIPTION OFGPFSHINTS STRUCTURES.

GPFS hint Description

gpfsDataShipStart Initiates data shipping mode for a file.

gpfsDataShipStop Finalizes data shipping mode for a file.

gpfsMultipleAccessRange Defines file blocks used for prefetching and write-behind.

gpfsClearFileCache Invalidates the local buffer cache.

B. ROMIO architecture

The Message Passing Interface standard (MPI) defines a set ofprogramming interfaces for parallel program development that
explicitly uses message passing to carry out inter-processcommunication. The MPI standard version 2 extends the interfaces to
include file I/O operations (MPI-IO).

ROMIO [46] is a freely available, high-performance, portable implementation of MPI-IO. The architecture of ROMIO allows the
virtualization of MPI-IO routines on top of files of specific file systems through ADIO. ADIO [48] is an abstract I/O interface, which
can be specialized for specific file system implementations.It consists of a small set of functions for handling files:open, close,
fcntl, read, write, etc. The main goal of ADIO is to facilitate a high-performance MPI-IO implementation for new parallel I/O
APIs or new file systems. As seen in Figure 2, ADIO separates the machine-dependent and machine-independent aspects involved
in implementing an API. The machine-independent part can beimplemented portably on top of ADIO. The machine-dependentpart
is ADIO itself, which must be implemented separately on eachdifferent system.
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Fig. 2. Parallel I/O Software Architecture.

Fig. 3. Comparison of two-phase I/O, view-based I/O and DS-based I/O.

C. MPI-IO File views

One of the most interesting MPI-IO file operation is the declaration of a file view. Afile viewdefines the current set of data visible
and accessible from an open file by an MPI process. Each process defines its own file view by an MPI data type. Defining file views
offers several advantages: non-contiguous file ranges can be “seen” logical as a contiguous range, facilitating the programmer’s task
and allowing non-contiguous I/O optimizations. At the sametime, the file view of a process hints the future access pattern and can
be used for optimizing the access. After declaration the views defined by MPI data types are used by the scatter/gather operations
between memory and files.

D. MPI-IO Collective I/O

MPI-IO file access routines may be independent or collective. Typical collective I/O techniques merge small individualrequests
from compute nodes into larger global requests in order to optimize the network and disk performance. Depending on the place where
the request merging occurs, one can identify two collectiveI/O methods. If the requests are merged at the I/O nodes the method is
calleddisk-directed I/O[26], [40]. If the merging occurs at intermediary nodes or atcompute nodes the method is calledtwo-phase
I/O [10], [3].

The collective I/O operations are typically implemented inthe file-system independent layer of ADIO. In this paper we will compare
a collective I/O method for GPFS implemented in this paper with two collective I/O implemented at this layer: two-phase I/O (2PIO),
the original optimization of ROMIO and view-based I/O [2], an optimization we have described in a previous work, and which we
extend in this work with two asynchronous optimizations forwrite-back and prefetching, as shown in the next section.

Two-phase I/O consists of an I/O phase and a shuffle phase as depicted in the left hand side of Figure 3. In two-phase I/O each
view is stored in the local memory by the declaring MPI process, as it can be seen in the figure. In the first phase (step 1) the views
are leveraged in order to scatter data from memory to collective buffers for write operations or to gather data from collective buffers to
memory for read operations. This scatter/gather operation(called also shuffle) takes place between all MPI processes and a subset of
compute nodes, calledaggregators. The file system access is performed synchronously in the I/Ophase (step 2) in contiguous chunks
by the aggregators. For write operations, GPFS initially copies the data to the local buffer cache and writes it back asynchronously.

IV. D ESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section we describe the design and implementation ofthe MPI-IO interface for GPFS. We present here two differentaccess
methods, both of which are based on the GPFS library hints.
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A. Data shipping-based I/O

Data shipping based I/O (DSIO) implementation was done in the file system dependent layer from Figure 2. The data-shipping
mode is activated for a given file in GPFS through a hint offered by the GPFS library (gpfsDataShipStart). Subsequently,
GPFS uniquely assigns each file block to one I/O agent (by default round-robin), and all file accesses for the assigned block go
through this agent. Compute node file caching and file lockingare disabled. Performing block modification only at the agent avoids
trashing and locking overhead at the cost of lower access locality.

The user can control other parameters of data-shipping through hints (which do not appear in Table I): the number of I/O agents,
the file block assignment to I/O agents, and the sizes of file blocks.

DSIO is depicted in the middle part of Figure 3. The file write accesses are scattered from the MPI processes directly to the
GPFS through POSIX calls. Because the local GPFS buffer caches are disabled, the data are always transferred to the GPFS agents.
Subsequently, the agents asynchronously write the data to the final storage.

B. View-based I/O

In a previous work [2] we have presented view-based I/O (VBIO), a collective I/O method alternative to two-phase I/O. As two-
phase I/O, view-based I/O is a file system independent collective I/O implementation and uses aggregators in order to scatter/gather
non-contiguous data from/into contiguous file blocks. There are two main differences between the two methods. First, inVBIO the
views of all processes are stored at the aggregators after the view declaration, while in 2PIO each MPI process stores hisown view.
The former approach reduces the scatter-gather cost, as thefile offsets and access lengths have not to be sent to the aggregator at
each access as in 2PIO. Second, in VBIO the collective buffers are cached in a collective buffer pool at aggregators across collective
operations.

In the remainder of this section we present the novel design and implementation of view-based I/O, which includes write back and
prefetching policies for GPFS. The following table contains a description of the variables and routines employed in thesubsequent
description of the file read and write algorithms.

TABLE II

DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES AND FUNCTIONS USED BY ALGORITHMS.

Variable Description

b block indentifier

left view offset andright view offset left and right view offsets

view table table of views (MPI data type)

CollBufferPool collective buffer bool

PrefetchBufferPool prefetch buffer bool

MAPPED FILE BLOCK SET set of blocks on which a view maps

PREFETCH BLOCK SCHEDULE set of blocks scheduled for prefetching

Function Description

full(BufferPool) returns true if the buffer pool is full

insert(b, BufferPool) inserts blockb into the buffer poolBufferPool

remove(b, BufferPool) removes blockb from buffer poolBufferPool

replacementBlock(CollBufferPool) chooses a block for replacement based on Least Recently Used(LRU) policy

chooseF lushBlock(CollBufferPool) chooses a block for flushing based on Least Recently Modified (LRM) policy

copyBlock(b, BufferPool1, BufferPool2) moves blockb from BufferPool1 to BufferPool2

map(view table[mpi rank], lv offset, rv offset) maps the view access interval onto le blocks

dirty(b) returns true if the block is dirty

write(b) writes the content of blockb to the file system

read(b) reads the content of file blockb from the file system

scatter(netbuf, b, left view offset, right view offset, view) scatters data from the network buffer into the collective block b

gather(netbuf, b, left view offset, right view offset, view) gathers data from the collective block into the network buffer

predict access(view table, MAPPED FILE BLOCK SET ) predicting future block accesses

gpfs prefetch finished(b) returns if prefetching has finished for blockb

activate gpfs prefetching(SCHEDULE,PrefetchBufferPool) releases the prefetched blocks and schedules the next blocks for prefetching

1) View-based file writes

View-based file write operation consists of the following steps, as illustrated in the left-hand side of Figure 3. At viewdeclaration
(not shown in the figure), the view (defined as MPI data types) are sent by all compute nodes to all aggregators. The aggregators
store views in theview management layerin a vector structure indexed by the MPI rank. At access time,a compute node sends to
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all aggregators only the view data plus the extremities of the file access interval of the view (in step 1): left view offset(lv offset)
and right view offset(rv offset).

Subsequently, each aggregator runs the Algorithm 1 for eachcompute node request received in the network buffer (line 1). First,
the set of blocks to be written (MAPPED FILE BLOCK SET ) is calculated by mapping the view access interval onto file blocks
through the previously stored view (line 2). For each blockb from MAPPED FILE BLOCK SET (line 3), if the block is not
in the collective buffer pool (line 4) and if the buffer pool is full (line 5), a collective bufferrepl b is chosen for replacement by a
LRU policy (line 6), flushed to the file system (line 8) if dirty, and removed from the pool (line 10). Finally,b is inserted into the
collective buffer pool (line 12). At this point, data are scattered from the network buffer intob (line 14) andb is marked as dirty
(line 15).

Algorithm 1 Collective Write at Aggregators
1: recv(netbuf, mpi rank)

2: MAPPED FILE BLOCK SET ← map(view table[mpi rank], left view offset, right view offset)

3: for all b in MAPPED FILE BLOCK SET do
4: if b not in CollBufferPool then
5: if full(CollBufferPool) then
6: repl b← replacementBlock(CollBufferPool)

7: if dirty(repl b) then
8: write(repl b)

9: end if
10: remove(repl b, CollBufferPool)

11: end if
12: insert(b,CollBufferPool)

13: end if
14: scatter(netbuf, b, left view offset, right view offset, view)

15: set dirty(b)

16: end for

The write-back policy is enforced in an I/O thread shown as Algorithm 2. The I/O thread is activated, when a upper water mark
of dirty blocks is reached. While the number of dirty blocks is higher than a low water mark, the thread flushes buffers to the file
system by a Last Recently Modified (LRM) policy. Finally, theI/O thread goes to sleep until the upper water mark is reachedagain.

This write back policy brings at least two main advantages. First, the last block inserted to the cache will be selected last for
flushing. This allows to take advantage of the inter-processspatial locality characteristic of the parallel scientificapplications. Second,
it allows overlapping of computation and I/O, by gradually transferring data from the collective buffer cache to I/O nodes. This
approach distributes the cost of the file accesses over the computation phase, addressing another common characteristic of scientific
applications, namely the alternation of computation and I/O phases.

Algorithm 2 I/O thread
1: while no of dirty buffers > upper water mark do
2: sleep

3: end while
4: while no of dirty buffers > lower water mark do
5: b← chooseF lushBlock(CollBufferPool)

6: write(b)

7: end while

2) View-based file reads

The file read operation implementation is based on the prefetching mechanism of GPFS and on MPI views. GPFS manages a
prefetch buffer pool of a few buffers with the size of a file system block (in the installation from UC/ANL there are 8 buffers).
The prefetching policy is enforced at the aggregators and consists of: deciding which blocks to prefetch (prediction),monitoring the
block prefetching, moving the prefetched blocks from prefetch buffer pool to the collective buffer pool. Prefetching is based on MPI
views, which reflect potential future access patterns. As described in the previous section the views are stored at aggregators at view
declaration.

At access time, a compute node sends to all aggregators only the extremities of the file access interval of the view: left view offset
(lv offset) and right view offset(rvoffset) (step 1 of Figure 3).

Subsequently, each aggregator runs Algorithm 3 for each compute node request. First, the set of blocks to be read from,
(MAPPED FILE BLOCK SET ) is calculated by mapping the view access interval onto file blocks through the previously
stored view (line 1). For each blockb from MAPPED FILE BLOCK SET (line 2), if the block is not in the collective buffer
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pool (line 3), it is inserted (line 11), after replacing a block if the collective buffer pool was full (lines 4-10). Ifb has been already
read into GPFS prefetching pool (line 12), i.e. has been scheduled for prefetch previously, the content ofb is copied to the collective
buffer pool (line 13) andb is removed from prefetching buffer (line 14). Ifb has not been scheduled for prefetching, it is read directly
from GPFS (line 16). At this moment, the requested data can begathered into the network buffer through the view from the collective
buffer b (line 19). The gathered data are then sent to the MPI process (line 21). All blocks that have been scheduled for prefetching
(line 22) and whose prefetching has finished (line 23) are moved to collective buffer cache (lines 32-33). If the collective buffer pool
is full, block replacement is performed (lines 24-31). Finally, if the prefetching buffer pool is not full, it is filled bypredicting future
block accesses based on the locally stored views (line 37) and scheduling them for prefetching (line 38).

Algorithm 3 Collective Read at Aggregators
1: MAPPED FILE BLOCK SET ← map(view table[mpi rank], left view offset, right view offset)

2: for all b in MAPPED FILE BLOCK SET do
3: if b not in CollBufferPool then
4: if full(CollBufferPool) then
5: repl b← replacementBlock(CollBufferPool)

6: if dirty(repl b) then
7: write(repl b)

8: end if
9: remove(repl b, CollBufferPool)

10: end if
11: insert(b,CollBufferPool)

12: if b in PrefetchBufferPool then
13: copyBlock(b, P refetchBufferPool, CollBufferPool)

14: remove(b, P refetchBufferPool)

15: else
16: read(b)

17: end if
18: end if
19: gather(netbuf, b, left view offset, right view offset, view)

20: end for
21: send(netbuf, mpi rank)

22: for all b in PrefetchBufferPool do
23: if gpfs prefetch finished(b) then
24: if full(CollBufferPool) then
25: repl b← replacementBlock(CollBufferPool)

26: if dirty(repl b) then
27: write(repl b)

28: end if
29: remove(repl b, CollBufferPool)

30: end if
31: insert(b,CollBufferPool)

32: copyBlock(b, P refetchBufferPool, CollBufferPool)

33: remove(b, P refetchBufferPool)

34: end if
35: end for
36: if not full(PrefetchBufferPool) then
37: PREFETCH BLOCK SCHEDULE ← predict access(view table, MAPPED FILE BLOCK SET )

38: activate gpfs prefetching(PREFETCH BLOCK SCHEDULE, PrefetchBufferPool)

39: end if

We note that, in the case of reading, prefetching is performed asynchronously inside GPFS, which also keeps track of the
PrefetchBufferPool. PrefetchBufferPool is made available to the user in the form of an array of structures upon the activation
of customized prefetching through the MAR hint. Subsequently, our implementation can check the termination of a prefetching
operation in line 23 by monitoring thePrefetchBufferPool.

Future access prediction in line 37 looks at blocks accessedby the current operation (MAPPED FILE BLOCK SET ) and
predicts potential future access blocks based on the current views of all processes (view table).

C. Prefetching MAR-based I/O

Unlike TPIO, DSIO and VBIO, prefetching MAR-based I/O (PMARIO) is an independent file access method. Each MPI process
reads in advance potential file regions as predicted by the MPI view.
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PMARIO is implemented as DSIO in the file file system dependentlayer from Figure 2. At the first access, the MPI data type
representing the view of the application process is flattened into a list of offset-length pairs. This list is used for issuing prefetching
requests for future accesses through the MAR hint. The prefetching is done in parallel by a GPFS internal thread and, therefore,
could be overlapped with on demand file requests, communication or computation.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents the experimental methodology, the performed measurements and the analysis of the results. We structured
this section in the following way. First, we describe the benchmarks used in the evaluations. Second, we present the experimental
setup. Third, we evaluate the raw GPFS access performance onthe Teragrid cluster used in the experiments. Fourth, we present and
analyze the results obtained by independent and collectivefile writes. Finally, the independent and collective file read evaluation is
described and analyzed.

A. Benchmarks

In this subsection we present the benchmarks used to evaluate our solutions: gpfsPerf, BTIO, FLASH I/O and SimParIO, a
self-developed benchmark simulating the typical behaviorof data-intensive parallel applications.

ThegpfsPerf is an IBM benchmark from the GPFS library distribution. GpfsPerf writes and reads a collection of fixed-size records
to/from a file with three different types of access patterns:sequential, strided, and random. The user can choose to enable or disable
the data-shipping optimization through a specificfcntl operation provided by GPFS library. In this paper we show theresults for
the strided access pattern, as a pattern representative forparallel scientific applications. Data accesses are performed through the
POSIX standard interface. In all cases the size of the produced file was 1 GByte per execution. We extended the benchmark inorder
to evaluate the effect of MAR hint on strided pattern access.In the new version the user can also activate the custom write-back and
prefetching policies, through the MAR hint.

NASA’s BTIO benchmark [50] solves the Block-Tridiagonal (BT) problem,which employs a complex domain decomposition
across a square number of compute nodes. Each compute node isresponsible for multiple Cartesian subsets of the entire data set.
BTIO class B, which we have used in this evaluation, issues 40collective MPI collective file writes followed by 40 collective file
reads and produces 1697.93 MBytes file. For class B, the access pattern of BTIO is nested-strided with a nesting depth of 2 with a
granularity of 2040 bytes. In this paper we report the results for the MPI implementation of the benchmark, which uses MPI-IO’s
collective I/O routines.

FLASH I/O [13] benchmark simulates the I/O pattern of FLASH. The FLASHcode is an adaptive mesh refinement application
that solves fully compressible, reactive hydrodynamic equations. The benchmark recreates the primary data structures in the FLASH
code and produces a checkpoint file, a plot-file for centered data, and a plot-file for corner data, using parallel netCDF[28]. The
access pattern is non-contiguous both in memory and in file, making it a challenging application for parallel I/O systems.

Finally, we have implemented a benchmark calledSimParIO, that simulates the behavior of parallel applications. Themain goal
of SimParIO was to facilitate the evaluation of the degree ofoverlapping between computation and parallel I/O. SimParIO consist
of alternating compute phases and I/O phases. In SimParIO, the compute phases are simulated by idle spinning. The lengthof a
compute phase is user-configurable. Each compute phase is followed by an I/O phase, in which all processes write to, or read from,
non-overlapping regions of the file. The access pattern can be contiguous or single strided.

B. Experimental setup

The measurements from this paper were performed on NCSA, which is part of the Teragrid open scientific infrastructure[44].
NCSA consists of 887 IA-64 IBM nodes: 256 nodes with dual 1.3 GHz Intel Itanium2 processors and 631 nodes with dual 1.5
GHz Intel Itanium2 processors. The benchmarks from this paper ran on the 1.5GHZ Itanium2 procesors, equipped with 4 GBytes
of memory per node. GPFS was configured with 42 I/O servers and512 KBytes file block size. The communication interconnect
is Myrinet-2000, with advertised MPIMX latency of 2.6µs-3.2µs and throughput of 247MBytes/s. This cluster uses a Linux kernel
version 2.4.21 and IBM GPFS version 3.1.0. The employed MPI distribution was MPICH2 1.0.5. The communication protocol of
MPICH2 was TCP/IP on top of Myrinet.

C. Preliminary GPFS evaluation

In the first place we have performed an evaluation experimentin order to measure the raw performance of GPFS forone node
access. In this experiment a node first invalidates its localGPFS cache by the hintgpfsClearF ileCache from Table I and performs
exactly one contiguous access of a given size.

For file writes, we note that the default GPFS write-back policy is activated. In this case, the measured performance corresponds
to the accesses to the node-local buffer cache. Performancedrops for 4 Mbytes access size in NCSA cluster (8 GPFS file blocks).
This value appears to represent the configured upper limit ofwrite back buffers in the installation. Larger accesses performance is
limited by the network bandwidth. The throughput of small uncached file read operations is limitted by the network latency for small
accesses and by the maximum network bandwidth for large accesses.
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Fig. 4. Average GPFS throughtput for 1 client.

Fig. 5. gpfsPerf performance for strided pattern access.

D. File write evaluation

First, we used gpfsPerf in order to evaluate the raw performance of GPFS (outside ROMIO). Figure 5 shows a comparison between
aggregate throughputs for data-shipping and POSIX write operations for record sizes from 32KB to 1MB. As expected, data-shipping
achieves higher throughputs than POSIX for access granularities lower than the file system page (512KBytes) due to fact that local
caching is disabled and there is no locking overhead. Additionally, the throughput scales well with the number of application nodes,
especially for small record sizes (32KBytes).

POSIX write operations perform better for granularities larger than the file block size, as GPFS locking granularity is afile block.
Therefore, the local caching benefit is larger than the locking cost. For 16 processes and a record size of 512 KBytes thereis a spike
in the POSIX performance corresponding to the case of the record size being exactly the same as the file block size.

We conclude from this first experiment that data-shipping may bring substantial benefits only for access granularities smaller than
a file block. For file block granularities POSIX offers the best solution. Therefore, in the remainder of this section we concentrate
on the evaluation of small granularity accesses, which are typical for an important class of parallel scientific applications.

This type of small granularity access is characteristic forFLASH I/O and BTIO benchmarks, for which we evaluated the performance
of collective file write operations. In our evaluation, we compare two-phase collective I/O (2PIO), data-shipping based I/O (2PIO),
original view-based I/O (VBIO) and view-based I/O with write-back (VBIO-WB). In the case of FLASH I/O, which is a stress I/O
test including only I/O phases, there is no write-back benefit for view-based I/O. Therefore, we show only the results forVBIO. In
these experiments view-based I/O cache size was set to 64 Mbytes.

Figure 6 plots the aggregate throughput in FLASH I/O. We use 2to 64 processes and a 16x16x16 data set. In this case each MPI
process writes approximately 60 MBytes (checkpoint file) and 8 MBytes (centered and corner data files). We note that the VBIO
performs better for large files. The checkpoint file write performance results for 64 compute nodes show that VBIO attainsa 20%
improvement compared to 2PIO and DSIO. Center and right graphs show that, for small files DSIO performs best, followed in the
most of the cases by VBIO and DSIO.

Figure 7 shows a breakdown of the BTIO time into file write time, file close time and computation times for a class B execution,
which writes a file of around 1.6 GBytes of data. First, it can be noticed that VBIO-WB outperforms the other methods in all cases.
The compute time is similar for a given number of compute nodes. The better performance of VBIO-WB comes from the overlapping
of write time and close time with the compute time. As it can benoticed, the latency perceived by the application is smaller for
these components of the total time. 2PIO does not scale with the number of compute nodes, as the granularity of access of BTIO
decreases and, therefore, the shuffle time of the first phase increases, as it will be confirmed also by the collective read results. DSIO
does not scale either, the time to access the file decreases only slightly with the increase of the number of processes.

We conclude that hiding the latency of file writes brings a substantial benefit to the applications. The latency hiding is achieved
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Fig. 6. FLASH I/O performance of two-phase I/O (2PIO), DS-based I/O (DSIO), and view-based I/O (VBIO)

transparently for the applications, which only perceive a better performance of the file write accesses. The benefit of file write latency
hiding appears to increase with the decrease with the granularity of access.

Fig. 7. BTIO performance.

E. File read evaluation

In this subsection we evaluate the performance of GPFS-based file read operations. As in the case of file writes, we first evaluated
the file read operations outside the ROMIO implementation. We run the gpfsPerf benchmark with strided read access patterns for
a number of MPI processes varying from 2 to 64. In one setup we have fixed the record size (we report two cases: 32KBytes
and 512KBytes) and varied the number of processors from 2 to 64. In the second setup we use a fixed number of processors (16
nodes) and vary the record size from 1 KByte to 512 KBytes. We evaluate the effect of MAR prefetching hint on the read access
performance. Even though GPFS recognizes strided access patters and performs prefetching accordingly, Figure 9 demonstrates that
the employment of MAR hint provides substantial better performance for record sizes smaller than 32 KBytes.

The performance of MPI-IO read operations was evaluated forSimParIO and BTIO benchmarks. We compare four variants of
MPI-IO file read implementation: two-phase I/O (2PIO), the original view-based I/O (VBIO), view-based I/O with prefetching
(VBIO+PRE), and prefetching MAR-based I/O (PMARIO). Giventhat MAR hint allows granularities of prefetching of at mostone
file block, we have set the size of the collective buffer for 2PIO, VBIO and TPIO to the size of the file block, i.e 512 KBytes.

For SimParIO the nodes read interleaved strided access patterns with record sizes of 32 and 64 Kbytes. Each read access amounts
1GByte.

Figure 10 shows the total read time for BTIO class B. For the collective implementations (2PIO, VBIO, VBIO+PRE) we present a
breakdown into the time dedicated to I/O related communication from the shuffle phase and the file access time. VBIO+PRE perfoms
best only for 16 processes. In general, VBIO+PRE partially hides the latency of file accesses seen by VBIO, by overlappingthe file
accesses with the communication from shuffle phase. PMARIO performs considerably better for larger number of processors. For 64
processors PMARIO provides a 100% improvement over second-best performing method (VBIO+PRE). As the number of processors
increases, the file access granularity decreases, and,
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Fig. 8. gpfsPerf file read performance for strided access pattern.

Fig. 9. SimParIO file read performance for strided access pattern.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented the implementation of a novelopen source MPI-IO interface for GPFS, including the designand
integration of GPFS-based write-back and prefetching modules. Our solution relays on a collective file write strategy based on GPFS
data-shipping, and a view-based collective I/O mechanism including a thread-based flushing method implementing a write-back policy
for latency hiding, and a prefetching method, based on GPFS hints, targeting to increase small read access performance.

Performance evaluation shows that the combination of collective strategies with overlapping of computation, communication, and
I/O, may bring a substantial performance benefit for access patterns common for parallel scientific applications.

We conclude from our experiments that data-shipping performs best only for access granularities smaller than a file block. We
also conclude that hiding the latency of file writes brings a substantial benefit for the applications. This benefit appears to increase
with the decrease with the granularity of access. For read operations, even when they do not take advantage of collectivebuffers,
view-based collective I/O performance is better than the one for two-phase I/O in all cases. This is due to the efficient implementation
of views and non-contiguous accesses.

We are currently working on a generic multi-level parallel I/O architecture, encompassing supercomputers and clusters, aimed to be
file-system independent. We have already developed and evaluated a prototype for Blue Gene systems using PVFS, based on MPI-IO
and ZeptoOS infrastructure [16]. Additionally, we have already implemented write-back and prefetching modules at both compute
node and I/O node levels, for both clusters of computers and Blue Gene systems.
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